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CST fiber pathway and can accurately describe the spatial relationships

of CST fibers relative to the tumor. These results illustrate the reliability
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Abstract: Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and diffusion tensor tracto-

graphy (DTT) techniques are widely used for identifying the corticosp-

inal tract (CST) white matter pathways as part of presurgical planning.

However, mass effects in patients with brain tumors tend to cause

anatomical distortions and compensatory functional reorganization of

the cortex, which may lead to inaccurate mapping of white matter tracts.

To overcome these problems, we compared different region-of-interest

(ROI) selection schemes to track CST fibers in patients with brain

tumors. Our study investigated the CSTs of 16 patients with intracranial

tumors. The patients were classified into 3 subgroups according to the

spatial relationships of the lesion and the primary motor cortex (PMC)/

internal capsule. Specifically, we investigated the key factors that cause

distorted tractography in patients with tumors. We compared 3 CST

tractography methods that used different ROI selection schemes. The

results indicate that CST fiber tracking methods based only on ana-

tomical ROIs could possibly lead to distortions near the PMC region and

may be unable to effectively localize the PMC. In contrast, the dual ROI

method, which uses ROIs that have been selected from both blood

oxygen level-dependent functional MRI (BOLD-fMRI) activation and

anatomical landmarks, enabled the tracking of fibers to the motor cortex.

The results demonstrate that the dual ROI method can localize the entire
hD, Kun Zhang, Ph in, MD,
, PhD, Pan Lin, PhD, and Ming Zhang, MD

fMRI and anatomical information enhances the identification of tracts of

interest in brains with anatomical deformations, which provides neu-

rosurgeons with a more accurate approach for visualizing and localizing

white matter fiber tracts in patients with brain tumors. This approach

enhances surgical performance and perserves brain function.

(Medicine 95(12):e3189)

Abbreviations: 3D = three-dimensional, BOLD = blood oxygen

level-dependent, CST = corticospinal tract, DTI = diffusion tensor

imaging, DTT = diffusion tensor tractography, fMRI = functional

magnetic resonance imaging, FWHM = full-width-half-maximum,

GLM = general linear model, PMA = primary motor area, ROI =

region of interest, WHO = World Health Organization.

INTRODUCTION

F or clinical neurosurgery, maximal brain tumor resection and
preservation of brain function is critical in improving post-

operative outcomes.1,2 Anatomical distortions and a functional
reorganization of the cortex may occur in patients with mass
lesions.3,4 Functional and structural mapping of lesions and the
adjacent tissue could reduce the risk of damage to normal tissue
in neurosurgery, thus preserving brain function.5–7

Blood oxygen level-dependent functional MRI (BOLD-
fMRI) is a widely used noninvasive imaging technique for the
presurgical localization of eloquent areas, including the sensor-
imotor cortex, language cortex, and subcortical structures.8–11

Therefore, presurgical task-based fMRI may provide infor-
mation on neurological functional for presurgical planning that
can help maximize the resection of tumor tissue while preser-
ving eloquent brain areas.12–14

The corticospinal tract (CST) is demonstrated to be a major
tract for motor control functions. Its integrity is essential for
postoperative preservation of motor functions.15,16 Preservation
of the CST is essential for motor function in patients with brain
tumors. Negligent transection of CST fibers may cause damage
of motor functions.17 However, BOLD-fMRI and conventional
T1-weighted MR structural images cannot provide structural
information about the CST for the resection of eloquent
motor lesions.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a noninvasive magnetic
resonance method that provides information on the microstruc-
tural organization of white matter in vivo,18,19 and it is useful for
the reconstruction and visualization of white matter tracts.20,21

Previous studies have shown that CST fiber tracking based on
anatomical landmarks could be used to visualize the CST in
patients with brain tumors and to delineate the safety margins
for surgical planning.22–24 However, intersubject anatomical
variations make it difficult to define tracking seed areas based
tomical landmarks, even in the brains of
atients with a brain tumor, white matter
its original location, or anatomical
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TABLE 1. Demographics Information and Tumor Type

No. Sex Age, y Tumor Location Tumor Type
Tumor Involve

PMC
Tumor Involve

Internal Capsule

01 F 49 Left frontal/parietal Microcystic Meningioma Y N
02 F 48 Right frontal Transitional Meningioma N N
03 F 46 Left parietal Transitional Meningioma Y N
04 M 74 Left parietal Transitional Meningioma Y N
05 F 41 Left frontal Astrocytoma (Grade II) N N
06 F 44 Left frontal/parietal Astrocytoma (GradeII�III) Y N
07 M 55 Right frontal/parietal/

temporal
Astrocytoma (Grade III�IV) Y Y

08 M 38 Left frontal Oligodendroglioma (Grade II) N N
09 M 47 Left frontal Astrocytoma (Grade II) N N
10 M 70 Right parietal Metastatic (squamouscarcinoma) Y N
11 M 53 Left frontal/parietal Astrocytoma (GradeII�III) Y N
12 M 42 Left parietal/occipital Oligodendroglioma (Grade II) Y Y
13 M 63 Right parietal Anaplastic Astrocytoma Y Y
14 M 43 Left frontal/parietal Astrocytoma (GradeI�II) N N
15 M 51 Left frontal/temporal Astrocytoma (GradeII�III) Y Y
16 M 67 Left temporal/occipital Astrocytoma (GradeIII) Y Y
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distortions may be present because of the mass effect.26,27 In such
cases, defining fiber tracking ROIs based on anatomical land-
marks could be misleading. To overcome this problem, several
studies have attempted to integrate fMRI information with DTT
to define cortical ROIs. Previous findings have demonstrated that
a combination of fMRI and DTT can provide a more compre-
hensive visualization of the CST in its entirety.25,28

Current approaches combining BOLD-fMRI and DTT
methods have not been able to overcome problems with tracto-
graphy in patients with tumors. It is worth noting that the
hemodynamic response and neurovascular coupling might be
altered in tumor-infiltrated regions,29–31 which could lead to
inaccurate BOLD-fMRI activation results. Furthermore, other
clinical problems could arise from the patient being uncoopera-
tive during fMRI scanning, which would result in inaccurate
BOLD-fMRI activation pattern. In addition, intracranial tumors
could cause edema and the destruction or infiltration of white
matter fibers, which interfere with the diffusion process, leading
to spurious tractography results.27,32,33 These problems can be
partly resolved by adding an additional ROI along the CST
pathway. However, the most effective way to use fMRI-guided
DTI for CST fiber tracking remains unknown. Our goal is to
lower the risk of inaccuracies in fMRI activation patterns and
spurious tractography results by combining anatomical land-
marks and functional information.

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether a
different ROI definition method, such as the integration of
BOLD-fMRI and DTI, could improve the accuracy of the evalu-
ation of the spatial relationship between the CST and the borders
of the tumor for surgical planning. By dividing patients into
subgroups according to the spatial relationship of their lesion and
the primary motor area (PMA)/internal capsule, we investigated
the primary factors that cause distorted tractography results in
patients with tumors. We hypothesized that fMRI-guided DTI
tractography with a second subcortical ROI could be used to

PMC¼ primary motor cortex.
mitigate the problems caused by an intracranial space-occupying
tumor and, therefore provide a more accurate localization of the
CST and more accurate data for preoperative decisions.

2 | www.md-journal.com
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
We consecutively evaluated 86 patients with brain tumors

using conventional MRI. These patients were registered at the
First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University between
May 2012 and March 2014. We reviewed all conventional MRI
scans obtained before surgery and, the postsurgical pathology
results. Sixteen patients who were diagnosed with brain tumors
were involved in this study (11 men, 5 women; age 38 to 74 years,
mean age of 51.93� 10.99 years; Table 1). Inclusion criteria were
as follows: age>18 years (no upper limit), right-handed, and the
presence of a single space-occupying lesion located in one
hemisphere (4 were in the right hemisphere and 12 were in the
left hemisphere) that was recognized based on a previous com-
puted tomography or MRI examination (with or without contrast
medium). Patients with a history of neurological or psychiatric
disorders were excluded. All of the patients required neurosur-
gery for an intracranial lesion. Based on the histological features
of the tumor, as determined by biopsy and according to the World
Health Organization criteria,34 9 cases were identified as astro-
cytomas, 4 were meningiomas, 1 was a metastatic tumor, and 2
were oligodendrogliomas. Table 1 summarizes all of the patient
information. Preoperatively, all of these patients underwent a
neuropsychological evaluation, a conventional MRI scan, a func-
tional MRI scan, and a DTT scan. The local institutional ethics
committee on human research of the First Affiliated Hospital of
Xi’an Jiaotong University approved this study, and the clinical
data were acquired following the guidelines of the Department of
Neurosurgery. Informed consent was obtained from all of the
patients who participated in this study.

Motor Task
The motor task is a block-design sequences (ABABABA-

BABA), consists of 6 rest periods (A) and five hand movement

periods (B). Each period lasted 30 seconds, and the total
duration of motor task scan was 330 seconds. During the task,
the subjects were asked to open and close both hands
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repetitively when they saw the flash visual cue display in the
mirror. Before the experiment, subjects were trained to perform
the motor task outside the scanner to ensure that they understood
the task. We presented the motor task stimuli by E-Prime
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Version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA)

to remove the voxels with a low probability of connection.
through the liquid crystal display projector. The subjects viewed
the stimuli through the mirror mounted on top of a head coil.

MRI Data Acquisition
Images were acquired with a 3.0T whole-body MR scanner

(GE Signa HDxt, Milwaukee, WI), equipped with an 8-channel
head receiver coil. Foam padding and headphones were used to
limit head motion and reduce scanner noise.

The functional and structural imaging data were carried out
same protocol by our previous study.14

Structural images were acquired using a fast-spoiled gra-
dient echo (FSPGR) 3-dimensional T1-weighted sequence
(TR¼ 10.8 ms, TE¼ 4.8 ms, TI¼ 1020 ms, flip angle¼ 15
degree, FOV¼ 256 mm, matrix size¼ 256� 256, slice thick-
ness¼ 1 mm without gap, voxel size¼ 1� 1� 1 mm3). A total
of 150 axial slices were acquired to cover the whole brain.

The BOLD-fMRI imaging data were acquired using an
echo-planar-imaging (EPI) sequence (TR¼ 2500 ms; TE¼
40 ms; acquisition matrix¼ 64� 64; slice thickness¼ 3 mm;
voxel size¼ 3.75� 3.75� 3 mm3; FOV¼ 256 mm). One
hundred fifty volumes were acquired as fMRI series.

The parameters used for DTI data acquisition were as follows:
TR¼ 8000 ms, TE¼ 86 ms, acquisition matrix¼ 128� 128,
(reconstructed to an image matrix¼ 256� 256), voxel
size¼ 0.938� 0.938� 5 mm3, slice thickness¼ 5 mm with no
gaps, and an acceleration factor for parallel imaging¼ 2. A total
of 28 contiguous slices were acquired for b values of 0 and 1000 s/
mm2 using gradients along 30 different diffusion directions in 4 min
and 14 s.

Data Analysis
The analysis for each technique (BOLD-fMRI and DTI)

was performed separately. The analysis was performed on data
at the single-subject data level because of variability in the
clinical cases and the nature and locations of their brain lesions.
Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the data processing steps.

BOLD-fMRI Analysis
The BOLD-fMRI dataset was analyzed using toolboxes

from FMRIB Software Library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). For
each subject, the first 4 scans were excluded from analysis to
avoid initial unestablished signal. The motion correction was
performed using motion correction FLIRT (MCFLIRT). Spatial
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full width at half
maximum (FWHM) was applied to the brain images. High-pass
filter with cutoff frequency of 0.01 Hz was applied to temporal
fMRI signal to remove noise trends with low frequency. The
functional images were normalized to the MNI152 standard
space using affine transformations. Functional activation stat-
istical analysis was performed for each subject using FSL FEAT
tool based on General linear model (GLM). Functional statisti-
cal mapping were thresholded at whole brain level using
clusters determined by Z >2.3 (corrected cluster threshold
P< 0.05). The motor activation regions were as follows: left

primary motor cortex (PMC), right PMC, and supplementary
motor area. The center of each motor activation region was
determined by the coordinates of the local z value maxima on

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
functional activation map. The functional ROI was defined as a
6 mm sphere centered at the center of each motor
activation region.

DTI Analysis
Diffusion tensor images were processed using the

FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT 2.0) from the FMRIB’s
Software Library (FSL, version 4.1.4, http://www.fmrib.ox.a-
c.uk/fsl).35–37 The raw DTI data were corrected for eddy
currents and head motion, and data relating to non-brain tissue
was removed using the brain extraction tool. Diffusion tensor
models were then fitted independently for each voxel within the
brain. CST probabilistic tractography was performed on each
individual’s native DTI data. To define the anatomical ROI, the
pons ROI (ROI1) was manually defined in the individual
subject’s color-coded fractional anisotropy (See Figure 1),
and then, the anatomical ROI was constructed by forming a
2-mm sphere ROI. To define the fMRI-based functional ROI
(ROI2), we defined the PMC motor ROI using the motor task
activation maps in the fMRI native space for each individual.
Then, the PMC ROI was transformed into the individual sub-
ject’s DTI image space using linear registration (FLIRT). CST
tractography was performed using ROI1, ROI2, and a dual ROI
(ROI1þROI2) approach. The dual approach uses the fMRI
activation of ROI2 as a seed region and the anatomical ROI1
(pons) as a target region. A probabilistic tractography analysis
was performed using ProbtrackX in FDT. Tracking was per-
formed in the diffusion space. The probabilistic tractography
analysis was performed using 5000 streamline sample fibers
within each voxel with a curvature threshold of 0.2, a step length
of 0.5, and a maximum number of 2000 steps. At the individual
level, the CST tracts were thresholded using 20% of the samples

Corticospinal Tract in Patients With Brain Tumors
Finally, the tractography results were then transformed back
into the anatomical space using linear registration (FLIRT).

RESULTS

Patients with a Tumor in the PMC that Did Not
Affect the Internal Capsule

Group I patients (patients 1, 3, 4, 6, 10, and 11) had a tumor in
the PMC that did not affect the internal capsule. Figure 2 shows
patient 1’s CST fiber tracking results using the 3 different ROI
approaches. Patient 1 had a confirmed pathological diagnosis of
microcystic meningioma in the left frontoparietal lobe. In this
case, the patient’s lesion was located in the left PMC and did not
affect the left internal capsule. Figure 2A displays the lesion and
the motor-activated area on a T1-weighted image. Figure 2B
shows the CST fiber tracking results based on different ROIs;
yellow, green, and purple represent the CST fiber tracking results
obtained by using ROI1, ROI2 and ROI1þROI2, respectively.
Figure 2C shows the 3D visualization of the CST fiber tracking
results based on different ROI definitions. These results indicate
that the lesion in the left frontoparietal lobe had a significant mass
effect on the CST. We were able to successfully track fiber related
to hand movement when using the fMR I-based definition of the
ROI (ROI2) or the dual ROI (ROI1þROI2) approach. However,
CST fiber tracking that was solely based on the anatomical ROI
(ROI1) showed significantly compromised integrity because of
the mass effect of the lesion on the brain tissue. The validity of our

approach can be observed in supplementary Figure S1, http://
links.lww.com/MD/A849, which shows all of the CST results for
Group I patients (patients 1, 3, 4, 6, 10, and 11).
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FIGURE 1. A flow chart of the data-processing steps. (A) DTI and task-based fMRI data analysis. (B) Fiber tracking ROI defined by color-
are
, fM
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Patients With a Tumor in the PMC That Affected
the Internal Capsule

Group II patients (patients 7, 12, 13, 15 and 16) had a lesion
in the PMC that affected the internal capsule. In these patients,
the PMC and the internal capsule showed different degrees of
deformation depending on the tumor mass effect. Figure 3
shows the CST fiber tracking results for patient 12. Patient
12 had a confirmed pathological diagnosis of grade II oligo-
dendroglioma in the left parietal-occipital lobe. In this case, the

coded FA maps and fMRI activation maps. The pons and PMC
schemes.CST¼corticospinal tract, DTI¼diffusion tensor imaging
motor cortex, ROI¼ region-of-interest.
lesion was located in the left M1 cortex and affected the left
internal capsule. Figure 3A shows the lesion and the motor-
activated area displayed on a T1-weighted image. Figure 3B and

4 | www.md-journal.com
Figure 3C show the CST fiber tracking results based on different
ROIs; yellow, green, and purple represent the CST fiber track-
ing results obtained by using ROI1, ROI2, and ROI1þROI2,
respectively. Supplementary Figure S2, http://links.lww.com/
MD/A849 shows all of the CST results for Group II patients
(patients 7, 12, 13, 15, and 16), all of whom had a tumor in the
PMC that affected the internal capsule.

Patients With a Tumor Distal to the PMC and the

labeled. (C) The CST was tracked using different ROI selection
RI¼ functional MRI, FA¼ fractional anisotropy, PMC¼primary
Internal Capsule
Group III patients (patients 2, 5, 8, 9, 14) had lesions that

were not in the PMC or the internal capsule. Figure 4 shows the

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 2. The CST fiber tracking results for patient 1. (A) The lesion and motor-activated area are displayed on a T1-weighted image. (B)
The CST fiber tracking results based on different ROI definitions. Yellow, green, and purple represent the CST fiber tracking results obtained
using ROI1, ROI2, and ROI1þROI2, respectively. The lesion is located in the left motor area, and it did not affect the left internal capsule.
Fiber tracking approaches based on ROI2 and ROI1þROI2 reached the motor cortex, whereas the reliability of CST tracking solely based on
the ROI1 approach was lower due to the tumor mass effect. (C) The 3D visualization of the CST fiber tracking results based on different ROI
definitions. CST¼corticospinal tract, ROI¼ region-of-interest.

Medicine � Volume 95, Number 12, March 2016 Corticospinal Tract in Patients With Brain Tumors
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shows all of the CST results for Group III patients (patients

FIGURE 3. The CST fiber tracking results for patient 12, who was diagnosed with a grade II astrocytoma in the left frontal lobe, which
affected the motor cortex and the left internal capsule. (A) The lesion and motor-activated area displayed on a T1-weighted image. (B) The
CST fiber tracking results based on different ROI definitions. Yellow, green, and purple represent the CST fiber tracking results obtained
using ROI1, ROI2, and ROI1þROI2, respectively. The CST fiber tracking results based on an anatomical landmark were distorted near the
PMC area. When using the fMRI activation area as a seed region, CST fiber tracking reliably reached the motor cortex, and the spatial

ed.
al M
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CST fiber tracking results for patient 2. Patient 2 had a
confirmed pathological diagnosis of transitional meningioma.
In this case, the lesion was located in the right frontoparietal
lobe and did not affect the motor cortex or the right internal
capsule. Figure 4A shows the lesion and the motor activated
area on a T1-weighted image. Figure 4B and Figure 4C show the
CST fiber tracking results based on different ROIs; yellow,

relationship between the CST and the tumor can be clearly observ
different ROI definitions. CST¼corticospinal tract, fMRI¼ function
green, and purple represent the CST fiber tracking results
obtained using ROI1, ROI2, and ROI1þROI2, respectively.
Supplementary Figure S3, http://links.lww.com/MD/A849

6 | www.md-journal.com
(C) The 3D visualization of the CST fiber tracking results based on
RI, PMC¼primary motor cortex, ROI¼ region-of-interest.
2, 5, 8, 9, 14), all of whom had a tumor that was distal to the
PMC and the internal capsule.

DISCUSSION
The results of our study indicate that the anatomical ROI-
based approach for tracking CST fibers is not sufficient for
accurately mapping the CST of patients with mass lesions. In
contrast, the dual ROI method, which uses ROIs selected from

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 4. The CST fiber tracking results for patient 2, who was diagnosed with transitional meningioma in the right frontal cortex that did
not affect the primary motor cortex or the right internal capsule. (A) The lesion and motor-activated area are displayed on a T1-weighted
image. (B) The CST fiber tracking results based on different ROI definitions. Yellow, green, and purple represent the CST fiber tracking
results obtained using ROI1, ROI2, and ROI1þROI2, respectively. fMRI activation is observed in the primary and supplementary motor

ed
ren
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fMRI activation and anatomical landmarks, allowed for the
CST fiber pathway controlling hand movement to be tracked to
the cortex. Our approach identified the entire fiber pathway of
the CST as well as the spatial relationship between the CST and
the lesions. Furthermore, we found that a dual ROI approach for
CST fiber tracking achieved the best results. Taken together, our
results illustrate the reliability of fMRI-guided DTI fiber track-

cortex. Similar fiber tracking results are presented for the fMRI-guid
The 3D visualization of the CST fiber tracking results based on diffe
ROI¼ region-of-interest.
ing in patients with tumors. The combined functional and
anatomical fMRI data enhanced the performance of CST fiber
tracking in brains with anatomical deformations or mass lesions.

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
Our approach could be used to provide neurosurgeons with a
more accurate method for visualizing and localizing CST white
matter pathways during preoperative planning.

Conventional CST fiber tracking is mainly performed
using anatomical landmarks (ie, the posterior limb of the
internal capsule and/or the anterior pons) to define the fiber
tracking ROI.38–40 Although anatomical ROI mapping is con-

DT approach (ROI2) and the dual ROI approach (ROI1þROI2). (C)
t ROI definitions. CST¼corticospinal tract, fMRI¼ functional MRI,
sidered a relatively reliable method in healthy subjects,28 in
patients with a brain tumor, the CST white matter fibers may be
displaced because of the brain mass lesion. In such cases,

www.md-journal.com | 7



evaluate the different registration approaches for preneurosur-

Science Foundation of Shaan Xi Province of China
conventional CST fiber tracking using only anatomical ROIs
does not allow for accurate tractography.41,42 In our study, most
patients had tumor lesions localized in the motor cortex, and
therefore, it was difficult to accurately define anatomically
based ROIs in the motor cortex. Therefore, we divided our
patients into 3 subgroups based on the spatial relationships
between the lesion and the PMC/internal capsule to evaluate
CST tracking based on different ROI definitions. We predicted
that mass effects would have less of an influence on the CST
tractography of patients with brain tumors distal to the PMC.
Our results in all 3 subgroups indicated that the dual ROI
approach or the fMRI-based ROI generated the most accurate
results. Visual checking of the CST fiber tracking results
indicates that we could successfully track fibers related to hand
movement when using the fMRI-based ROI or the dual ROI
approach. Our results indicate that combining BOLD-fMRI
with DTI is useful for CST fiber tracking in presurgical clinical
applications. In some clinical cases, the fibers displaced by the
lesion are adjacent to it. In other cases, the fibers pass within the
lesion or could not be specifically identified. Placement of the
ROI within the vicinity of a lesion based solely on anatomical
landmarks could be subjective and potentially lead to a mis-
calculation of the fiber pathway. Here, our anatomical ROI was
placed in the region of the pons, and very few patients have
lesions at this region. Previous studies have suggested that fiber
tracking of the CST relative to the pons could provide more
information about the characteristics of the white matter.43 Our
results show that BOLD-fMRI activation of the ROI as a seed
region and the pons as a target region can provide accurate hand
motor-control-related CST fiber tracking. Most previous studies
have used the same analytical strategy.44 Previous studies have
reported that using fMRI activation data improve the accuracy
of CST fiber tracking. However, in some cases of deep sub-
cortical tumors, the normal position of the PMA may be
preserved, whereas only the fiber bundles of the CST may
be displaced.41,45 In such cases, the PMA can no longer be used
as a landmark for CST tractography; mass lesions alter both the
normal hemodynamic response and the neurovascular coupling.
This could result in distorted fMRI activation and should be
considered in patients with tumors.30 In addition, patients with
tumors may not be cooperative during fMRI scanning, leading
to inaccurate activation results. Furthermore, an approach com-
bining an anatomical ROI and an ROI defined by functional
activation can be used to accurately delineate fiber bundles.46,47

Over the past few years, accumulating evidence from
tractography-guided brain tumor surgery studies reports good
clinical outcomes.48 In particular, the recent studies showed that
the combination of the intraoperative subcortical stimulation
and DTI fiber tracking would further prove the benefit of
tractography-guided neurosurgery planning.49–51 However, to
date, choosing subcortical ROIs remains a controversial pro-
cess. The posterior limb of the internal capsule and/or the
anterior pons are the most often used subcortical ROIs for
CST fiber tracking.33,52 Weiss et al46 suggested that the use
of an ROI at the anterior pontine level (aiP) leads to more
reliable and plausible tractography results compared to the use
of a subcortical ROI defined by the posterior limb of the internal
capsule (PLIC). Furthermore, combining multiple ROIs (aiP,
PLIC) for CST fiber tracking does not significantly improve
CST tracking performance. However, it may be helpful in
particular cases.46 In our study, mass lesions distorted the

Niu et al
internal capsule in several patients, so we could not reliably
use the internal capsule as an anatomical landmark for CST
fiber tracking; thus, we choose the pons region.

8 | www.md-journal.com
This study has several limitations. First, only 16 patients
were included, and such a small sample size reduces the
confidence in our findings. However, despite the small sample
size, our results clearly demonstrate the advantage of a dual ROI
approach in reliably reconstructing white matter tracts that
extend to the cortex. Such precise reconstruction is not possible
using only anatomical methods, and our results provide critical
guidance for future neurosurgical practices. The second limita-
tion of our study is that only a handgrip task was used for the
fMRI session. Previous studies have suggested that subcompo-
nents of the CST are better differentiated using different tasks.
Previous studies have reported an incomplete CST tractography
when placing the ROI in the medulla oblongata (eg, the fibers
connecting to the lip could not be reconstructed).45,48 In the
present study, we chose to use the pons as an anatomical
landmark because the internal capsule was distorted by the
brain tumor. In future studies, we will increase the sample size
and perform multiple stimulation tasks to differentiate subcom-
ponents of the CST. We will also increase the tumor-location
subgroups and tumor-pathology subgroups to further evaluate
the validity of our approach. The third limitation of the present
study is that we used linear registration for the T1, DTI, and
BOLD-fMRI datasets. Previous studies have demonstrated that
linear registration can provide precise registration for appli-
cations within individual subject’s brain tumors.53,54 Our study
also demonstrated that the linear registration method is useful
for routine clinical MRI applications involving brain tumors.
However, by utilizing more sophisticated algorithms, the regis-
tration accuracy, and thus the reproducibility of tractography
results, could be improved. In the future, we will further
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gical applications and determine the best strategy for routine
clinical use.55

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we evaluated a combinatorial approach that

used functional activation and anatomical landmark data to
define multiple ROIs for CST fiber tracking in patients with
brain tumors. Our results suggest that a combination of BOLD-
fMRI and DTI fiber tracking may provide a more comprehen-
sive analysis of the CST pathway, which would be beneficial for
characterizing the spatial relationships between the CST path-
way and the tumor. A dual ROI CST fiber tracking approach has

the potential to play a critical role in preoperative planning to
optimize surgical treatment and in improving postsurgical
outcomes.
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